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Once again, it has been a successful year.  There has been a variety of outings 

for members to enjoy. 

A visit to Southbank started the year.  Next was a most appreciated afternoon 

at the Powerhouse with Adam Bolt showing us techniques with off camera 

flash.   Members who do not usually attend the portrait group were 

particularly pleased to attend.   Anzac Day was as individual as ever. 

The PSQ Convention was held at Manly with the usual different workshops 

available from dawn to night time. 

We were given the opportunity to take pet portraits at The Gap Pet Fair at 

Paten Park, The Gap.  The afternoon was enjoyed by all and carried out in a 

most professional manner.  Such activities help members understand another 

aspect of photography, that of service provision. 

The dawn shoot at Phil Hill Park at Paradise Point attracted a small number of 

keen members who also enjoyed a barbeque breakfast together.  (I can’t 

conjure up a blood moon every year, friends!) 

But another slightly later and closer barbeque brought many people out the 

next month.  Oxley Common is a lovely place.  We enjoyed speakers Gaye 

Edwards and Lynda Davidson and the breakfast that our esteemed president 

(and team) prepared.  Adair demonstrated that she should now be treated as a 

serious model, not just a family member. 

The weekend away at Bribie was a great success and there is already talk of 

lots of good photos developing.  

The final outing will be the Hunt ‘n’ Shoot.  Another breakfast barbeque is 

planned.  This time we will be down at the Brisbane River at Seventeen Mile 

Rocks.  Just at the moment of writing, as the dust and smoke are getting us all 

down, we would rather like another very wet day.  After all, we need to be able 

to manage our gear and take good photos in all weathers! 

So come along to the Outings Comp judging night to see some lovely images 

displayed! 

 

Esther Andrews 


